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Abstract—We present a conformal bisection procedure for
local refinement of 4D unstructured simplicial meshes with
bounded minimum shape quality. Specifically, we propose a
recursive refine-to-conformity procedure in two stages, based on
marking bisection edges on different priority levels and defin-
ing specific refinement templates. Two successive applications
of the first stage ensure that any 4D unstructured mesh can
be conformingly refined. In the second stage, the successive
refinements lead to a cycle in the number of generated similarity
classes and thus, we can ensure a bound over the minimum
shape quality. In the examples, we check that after successive
refinement the mesh quality does not degenerate. Moreover, we
refine a 4D unstructured mesh and a space-time mesh (3D + 1D)
representation of a moving object.
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I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
A. Introduction
In the last three decades refinement of 2D and 3D un-
structured simplicial meshes [1]–[14], based on red/green
refinement [1]–[7] and bisection [8]–[14], has been shown
to be a key ingredient on efficient adaptive loops. Although
one could expect the same in 4D, a case of special interest
for space-time adaption, this line of research has not been
extensively explored. For our space-time applications, we
are interested in conformal bisection methods since they are
really well suited to implement fast geometrical multi-grid
conformal solvers. Moreover, bisection methods have ensured
either a maximum number of generated similarity classes [11]–
[13] or a minimum lower quality bound over the generated
elements after successive refinements [8]–[10], [14]. Regarding
4D refinement, only a non-conformal local refinement method
for pentatopic meshes has been proposed [15]. Unfortunately,
existent conformal 4D (nD) bisection methods with a bound
over the number of generated similarity classes [11], [12]
cannot be applied to general unstructured meshes.
The main contribution of this work is to propose a local bi-
section procedure, with a bound over the number of generated
similarity classes, for conformal refinement of 4D unstructured
simplicial meshes. Specifically, we propose a recursive refine-
to-conformity procedure, in two stages, based on marking
bisection edges on different priority levels. The marking pro-
cedure allows classifying the pentatopes in different types
and hence, determining different refinement templates, in an
analogous manner to the 3D bisection method proposed in
[13]. The refinement method is composed of two stages. Two
successive applications of the initial stage of the bisection
strategy , based on the proposed element classification, en-
sure that any initial 4D unstructured simplicial mesh can be
conformingly refined. After the two initial refinements our
recursive refine-to-conformity strategy switches to the second
stage. This final stage is analogous to Maubach’s algorithm,
when it is successively applied to a single pentatope. There-
fore, we can ensure a bound over the number of generated
similarity classes. Thus, the minimum quality of the refined
mesh is bounded, independently of the number of performed
refinements. The main advantage and difference of our method
when compared to Maubach’s algorithm [11] is the first stage
of the method, which allows the application of the method to
any 4D unstructured simplicial mesh.
In the presented example we show that the proposed
methodology leads to a periodic evolution of the minimum
element quality illustrating the lower bound of the quality
through successive refinement. We first illustrate how to check
that an implementation of the proposed method is valid by
successively refining a pentatope. With our implementation,
we show that the proposed bisection technique can be used to
refine general unstructured 4D meshes. Finally, we also illus-
trate our application of interest, the refinement of a 4D mesh
corresponding to a space-time representation, with varying
resolution, of the temporal evolution of a 3D moving object.
B. Examples
We illustrate our application of interest, the refinement
of a 4D mesh corresponding to a space-time representation,
with varying resolution, of the temporal evolution of a 3D
moving object, see Figure 1. We generate an initial mesh
on the hypercube [0, 1]4 composed by 24 pentatopes using
Freudenthal-Kuhn algorithm [1]–[3]. Next, we apply 25 times
the algorithm RefineToConformity to refine those ele-
ments that intersect the 4D sphere extrusion that represents the
moving sphere. The final 4D mesh is composed by 5233296
pentatopes and 251457 nodes and it is illustrated in Figure
1. Figures 1(a)-1(c) show three slices of the mesh at t = 0,
t = 1/2 and t = 1, respectively. We can observe that each
one of the slices on t shows different positions of the moving
sphere, from the initial point (0,0,0) at t = 0 to the final point
(0, 0, 1) at t = 1. In contrast with these three slices, in Figure
1(d) we show an slice of the mesh at x = 0. In the closest
quadrilateral face of Fig. 1(d) we observe the path of the sphere
on the surface of dimension 2 defined by the axis z and t at
x = y = 0. In this quadrilateral face, we can see that the center
of the sphere describes a straight line going from the lower left
corner (0, 0, 0, 0) up to the top right corner (0, 0, 1, 1). This is
so since the sphere goes from z = 0 to z = 1 with constant
velocity starting at t = 0 and finalizing at t = 1. Specifically,
the location on the z-axis of the sphere is z = t.
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Figure 1. Slice of the 4D simplicial mesh of the hypercube with the
hyperplane: (a) t = 0, (b) t = 0.5, (c) t = 1 and (d) x = 0. (e) Minimum
(blue) and maximum (red) element quality for each refinement step.
C. Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a new refinement method
via edge bisection for 4D pentatopic meshes. This method en-
sures that the mesh quality does not degenerate after successive
refinements of a given element. To develop this method, we
require to classify the elements of the mesh into different types
in a similar fashion to [13]. Using the pentatope classification
we provide four refinement templates to perform a cyclic
bisection analogous to Maubach’s method [11]. Combining
two initializing refinements (Stage 1) with this templated
refinement (Stage 2) we obtain a refinement strategy that can
be applied to any given pentatopic mesh. Using this method a
finite number of similarity classes are generated when a given
element is refined. We apply the refinement scheme to different
meshes to illustrate its features. First, we analyze that the
mesh quality of the refinement of different element types does
not degenerate. Second, we illustrate the applicability of the
technique to refine unstructured 4D simplicial meshes. Finally,
we analyze a space-time configuration of a sphere moving
along an axis.
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